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▪ China/Pakistan: Islamabad confirms China as its most important partner

▪ Greece/Turkey: Black Sea gas find may allow Erdogan to defuse tension with Athens

▪ Morocco: King’s speech highlights socio-economic risks

▪ Myanmar: Latest peace talks with ethnic insurgents serve Suu Kyi’s immediate aims

▪ Nepal: Prospects of a split within the ruling party are rising

China/Pakistan: Islamabad confirms China as its most 

important partner 

Event: On August 21, Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi and his Pakistani counterpart, 

Shah Mahmood Qureshi, held a second round of the China-Pakistan Foreign Ministers' 

Strategic Dialogue in China's Hainan province. 

Outlook: Coming on the heels of the recent tensions between Islamabad and Riyadh, the 

Hainan meeting underscores the extent to which Pakistan will lean on China, which is now 

its most important partner. It will find it hard to turn down Beijing's proposals for new 

projects for the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), a key part of Beijing's Belt and 

Road Initiative, even those that go against Pakistan’s financial interests. Islamabad will 

refuse to criticise China over its treatment of Xinjiang's ethnic Uighur Muslims, risking a 

backlash from Islamist hardliners. 

Analysis 

In a joint press release, the two sides "reaffirmed the vitality" of their "All-Weather 

Strategic Cooperative Partnership" and resolved to "ensure in-time completion" of CPEC 
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projects. Islamabad expressed its support for Beijing on a range of matters pertaining to 

"China's core interests", including Xinjiang. Pakistan has in recent days been attempting to 

soothe tensions in its relations with key ally Saudi Arabia. Riyadh earlier this year called in 

part of a three billion dollar loan to Islamabad, forcing Pakistan to borrow from China to 

help make the repayment. 
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Greece/Turkey: Black Sea gas find may allow Erdogan 

to defuse tension with Athens 
  

 

  

Event: German Foreign Minister Heiko Maas is due to discuss the natural resources 

dispute in the eastern Mediterranean when visiting both Athens and Ankara this week. 

 

Outlook: President Erdogan could be preparing Turkish public opinion for compromise 

after the two countries came near to clashing over Turkish exploration work in waters that 

Athens claims are Greek. German good offices helped avert a confrontation in the eastern 

Mediterranean in July and could do so again, as neither side really wants escalation. 

However, the risk of inadvertent escalation has grown recently. 

 

Analysis 

On August 23, Turkey announced it was extending until August 27 its 'navtex' warning to 

seafarers of seismic surveying by the Oruc Reis and two other research ships off 

Kastellorizo. Turkish and Greek warships are nearby. However, the search for undersea 

hydrocarbons off Turkey's Mediterranean coast may seem less urgent following the 
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August 21 announcement by President Erdogan of the "biggest natural gas find" in 

Turkey's history. The find is in the Black Sea and the president gave a figure of 320 billion 

cubic metres, although he did not specify whether this is the total reserve or the 

recoverable part. The following day, the Turkish energy minister said that more finds could 

follow, leading to a "serious fall" in energy imports. This makes it easier for Ankara to play 

down the importance of its recent exploration in the Mediterranean. 

  
  

 

  

Morocco: King’s speech highlights socio-economic 

risks 
  

 

  

Event: In a speech on August 20, King Mohammed VI said that rising COVID-19 

infections may "compel" the government to reimpose a full lockdown. 

 

Outlook: Morocco's initial pandemic response was relatively effective at minimising 

infections and deaths while cushioning the financial blow to many households. However, 

with cases now rising and treasury resources stretched, the kingdom is nearing the limits 

of its ability to mitigate both health and economic risks simultaneously. This points to 

difficult choices ahead, given the poor state of the healthcare system and many families 

are already in a precarious financial situation. 

Analysis 

Coronavirus cases have seen a sharp increase recently, with daily new infections 

confirmed to be consistently above 1,000 in recent days. Morocco introduced stringent 

restrictions in March after a handful of infections had been recorded. With this, Morocco 

largely succeeded in keeping cases to a few dozen a day until mid-June; since then, the 

national lockdown has been lifted and replaced with localised interventions. King 

Mohammed also suggested economic support measures "cannot continue indefinitely". In 

responding to the COVID-19 crisis, the government significantly expanded welfare 
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programmes and financial assistance to small and medium-sized enterprises, 

underpinned by increased borrowing from local and international creditors. 
  

 

  

 

  

Myanmar: Latest peace talks with ethnic insurgents 

serve Suu Kyi’s immediate aims   
  

 

  

Event: The fourth meeting of the Union Peace Conference, aka the '21st Century 

Panglong' was concluded on August 21. 

Outlook: The latest talks did little more than preserve the goodwill needed to progress to 

further talks, but the signing of a third part of a Union Accord will encourage Suu Kyi to go 

into the election due in November claiming a more substantive achievement. 

Analysis 

The latest talks did little more than preserve the goodwill needed to progress to further 

talks, but the signing of a third part of a Union Accord will encourage Suu Kyi to go into the 

election due in November claiming a more substantive achievement. 

  
  

 

  

Nepal: Prospects of a split within the ruling party are 

rising    
  

 

  

Event: PK Dahal ('Prachanda'), co-chair of the ruling Nepal Communist Party (NCP), held 

talks on August 20 with Prime Minister KP Oli, the NCP's other co-chair, to urge Oli to 

withdraw several political appointments. 
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Outlook: Suspicions are growing that Oli and his faction are preparing to quit the NCP 

and revive its old brand under the banner of the Communist Party of Nepal (Unified 

Marxist-Leninist), or CPN-UML. Speculation about his intentions has already deepened 

the fault lines within the NCP, a recent creation with shallow roots, and is exacerbating 

government instability. 

Analysis 

The NCP was founded in May 2018 following a merger of Oli's CPN-UML and 

Prachanda's Communist Party of Nepal (Maoist Centre). These historical rivals came 

together to form a government in February 2018, having won a parliamentary election in 

alliance months earlier. In April this year, Oli issued ordinances that made it easier for 

parties to split. He was forced to rescind them in the face of heavy criticism from NCP 

leaders and the opposition. Last week, the Election Commission registered a new CPN-

UML, which is led by an individual who is little-known. When the application for the party's 

registration was submitted, Oli denied any involvement but his participation is widely 

suspected. 
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